
]\otes on Light
Photon: A particle of light

eed of Light; 186,OOO miles per second or 30O9OOO km
per second.
Light year: The distance light travels in one year.
Transparent; Any material most light can pass
clearly through. Ex. - window
Translucent; Material in which some light passes
through. Ex. - stained glass
Opaque; Material Through which no light passes

Color; An objects is a certain color because that is the
color that is reflected to your eyes. The object absorbs
all other colors and reflects back the color you see.

ens - A transparent solid with curved sides

Focal Point - The point at which light converges after it passes
through a convex lens or reflects off a concave mirror.

Convex Mirror - A mirror that curves outward - toward yon.

Concave Mirror - A mirror that curves inward (like a cave).

Convex lens - A lens that curves outward - light is focused as it
passes through it. Example - magnifying glass or glasses for a
farsighted person

Concave lens - A lens that curves inward (like a cave) - light spreads
out as it passes through it. Example - Glasses for a nearsighted
person.
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Eye - Organ of sight - collects light and turns it into electrical
energy that the brain can interpret.
.Parts of the eye:

-1. Iris - Gives the eye its color- controls the light
that enters the eye by opening and closing
t. Pupil - Opening of the eye
E- Lens - Convex lens that focuses light on the

retina - will become thick or thin depending on if
something is close or far away.

. Retina - Found at the back of the eye and light
focused on it will be changed to electrical signals
land sent via the optic nerve to the brain.

. Optic nerve - carries the electrical impulse
from the image to your brain.
6. Cornea - Protective outer layer of eye

Vision:

20-20 Vision - Perfect vision - the lens of your eye focuses the light
right on your retina.

Nearsighted vision - Called myopia happens when your lens focuses
light in front of the retina. Can be correced by using Concave lenses
to spread the light out before it reaches your eyes.

Farsighted vision - Called hvuorouia happens when your lens
focuses light behind the retina. It can be corrected using Convex
lenses to focus the light before it reaches your eyes.
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